Mod 7798 Comments – Bob Vincent

Mod # 7798 Comments & Please see attached A5 proposal by submitter with DOH added sentence to solve this.

It is critical for adequate sanitary facilities be readily available for children and for older bathers.

Numerous waterborne disease outbreaks have occurred in FL and nationwide due to persons relieving themselves in IWFs or public pools.

A maximum bathing load or max. GPM flow needs be added to this allowance for a 1250 sq.ft. IWF addition to have ONLY one Unisex restroom added.

The GPM could be limited to 50 gpm (this is 10 children), or the Bathing Load could be a max. of 10 because the unisex restroom serves only 20 persons at a pool, and 1 parent plus 1 child multiplied by 10 equals 20 people that could use the RR.
Square Footage of Interactive Water Features are required to be included when calculating the "size of pool for the purposes of determining the type and number of fixtures for the sanitary facilities. For those facilities with an Interactive Water Feature in addition to the pool, causing the combined pool size square-footage to exceed the threshold required category fixture count, a unisex restroom may be installed to satisfy the fixture requirement for every additional 1,250 square feet or fraction thereof. The IWF feature flow for one unisex restroom shall not exceed 50 gpm, nor shall bathing load exceed 10 patrons.